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SUMMARY 
 

Sophomore Computer Engineering student with extensive background involving computer hardware and 
embedded system coding projects. Maintained a 3.58 GPA while devoting 5+ hours a week as Member of IEEE 
and MSOE SAE Formula Hybrid organizations and while working 10-15 hours a week as Tier 1 Technician for 
MSOE IT Support department. Skills in VHDL, C, Java, and Embedded Systems. 
 

EDUCATION 
 

B.S. Computer Engineering  |  Milwaukee School of Engineering  |  GPA: 3.58  |  expected May 20XX 
 

PROJECT EXPERIENCE 
 

Black Magic Probe Programmer  |  MSOE SAE Formula Hybrid  |  Nov. 20XX - Present  |  5 hrs/wk 
Objective: Implement a Black Magic Probe Programmer to flash multiple STM32 microprocessor boards 
connected to major components of Formula Hybrid racecar to allow electrical software and hardware team to 
properly collect performance data to identify and resolve gaps to meet Formula Hybrid standards. 
▪ Consolidated pre-existing in-line code containing necessary executables to allow for test flashing boards, 

running diagnostics tests, and allowing modifications to be made for previously made programs using 
Ubuntu and Bitbucket. 

▪ Testing a retired STM32 microprocessor board to ensure executables are being properly flashed to the 
microprocessor and are modified if need be to be at optimal performance. 

▪ Adding existing and modified code to on-board STM32 microprocessor boards that will allow for diagnostics 
and data analytics to be performed on Formula Hybrid racecar in real-time race conditions. 

 
MSOE Development Board LCD Display 
Objective: Interface with the MSOE STM32 microprocessor development board and allow for user-inputted 
characters, numbers, and commands to be projected onto the onboard LCD display. 
▪ Developed ARM Assembly written API that utilized direct access to CPU registers to manipulate peripheral 

registers and successfully enable components [register timers, pin output modes, and data bus inputs]. 
▪ Successfully debugged and ensured commands such as writing values to memory locations, shifting the 

LCD cursor, and resetting LCD display were all functioning and efficient. 
▪ Developed a secondary API that translated previous ARM Assembly API into C language alternative that 

utilized C’s portability to manipulate registers with register pointers and allow user to enter characters, 
values, and commands through a serial bus console. 

 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 
 

▪ VHDL 
▪ Java 
▪ ARM Assembly 

▪ C 
▪ Intel FPGAs 
▪ STM32 Microprocessors 

▪ Intel Quartus 
▪ IT Support 
▪ Embedded Systems 

 

LEADERSHIP & CO-CURRICULAR INVOLVEMENT 
 

Member  |  Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)  |  Sept. 20XX - Present  |  2 hrs/wk 
Electrical Hardware/Software Member  |  MSOE SAE Formula Hybrid  | Nov. 20XX - Present  |  5 hrs/wk 
 

WORK HISTORY 
 

Tier 1 Technician  |  MSOE IT Support  |  Sept. 20XX - Present  |  10-15 hrs/wk 
Sales Associate & Produce Clerk  |  Jewel-Osco  |  May 20XX - Aug. 20XX 


